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The other members of the Fang group also stood up immediately and saluted
solemnly, their eyes full of enthusiasm and respect.
If you want to talk about the entire Fangs group, who is the most admired
and respected person, then it must be the middle-aged man in front of him,
the instructor of the Fangs group, Zhao Xia, the great master of the Innate
Realm, and the famous short guard. It can be said that the reason why the
Fangs team is so powerful is entirely made by him.
He was very big, nearly two meters tall, and he was wearing the Xuanyuan
three uniforms. He looked particularly mighty and domineering. At first
glance, he knew that he was not a mortal. Now he is a dusty man, he has just
returned from the field, and he is in his uniform. , You can see some dirt, as
well as a little bit of blood that has dried up, adding to his slaughter and
fierceness.
The most shocking thing was that he was holding a round package in his
hand. On the zipper, he could also see a few drops of blood. As a member of
the Fang team, he immediately knew what was inside.
With a little fatigue between Zhao Xia’s eyebrows, he casually threw the
package to Che Hong, a member of the Fang team, and said, “This is the
head of Kamifune Ichiro. Give it to him, and I will rest. ”
Hearing the name Shinfune Ichiro, everyone in the Fangs group immediately
became energetic, excited, and the enthusiasm in their eyes became more
intense!
Kamifune Ichiro, not an ordinary person, but a master of the Innate Realm
of the Sun Kingdom, and has reached the third stage of the Innate Realm. It
can be said to be very powerful, especially the swordsmanship of Kamifune
Ichiro. To an unbelievable point, in the past few years, I don’t know how
many talents from Xuanyuan Three Places died in the hands of Shen Chuan
Ichiro!
Many masters have no idea what to do with Kamifune Ichiro, but now, Zhao
Xia actually took the head, which is really exciting!
For a while, their admiration for Zhao Xia grew stronger.
“Yes! Instructor!” Che Hong saluted Zhao Xia again, and then took the
package with both hands.
At this moment, Zhao Xia’s gaze swept across Changfeng, Qinglang, and
Lihuo and found that they were injured. He frowned and said, “Aren’t you
three on vacation? Why are you injured? ”
“This…” Chang Feng froze immediately, not embarrassed to say.
Qinglang and Agni also lowered their heads. As the top of the Fangs group,
they were abused by the instructor of the fourth group. They were really
embarrassed to say it.
Zhao Xia frowned, and commanded with majesty: “Say!”
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“Yes!” The three of Changfeng were afraid of Zhao Xia in their bones, their
bodies shook, and they didn’t dare to hide it anymore. They quickly said
what they had just done.
Including the ins and outs and how Lin Ziming abused them, there is no
concealment. After Zhao Xia listened, his pupils suddenly shrank and
surprise appeared on his face. Then he directly lifted the clothes of the three
Changfeng people and watched. When they reached the footprints on their
chests, they narrowed their eyes, and said: “The masters of the third stage of
the Innate Realm, you are not a loser.”
“what?!”
All the people in the Fangs group were shocked after hearing it, and they did
not expect that the new instructor of the fourth group is actually such a
strong one!
At this moment, the three of Changfeng, Qinglang, and Lihuo had lingering
fears. They actually humiliated a top powerhouse in the third stage of the
Innate Realm just now. Fortunately, this was in the third place of Xuanyuan.
Otherwise, they would probably be dead.
However, they knew the identity of Lin Ziming, and now they were a little
relieved. They were terrifying existences in the third stage of the Innate
Realm. No wonder they were abused.
A thought-provoking smile appeared at the corner of Zhao Xia’s mouth, and
her pupils flickered with anger, and said: “It is interesting to think that there
is also a master in the trash area of   the fourth group.”
When other people saw Zhao Xia’s expression, they immediately became
scared. They had been with Zhao Xia for many years and knew Zhao Xia
very well. Once they showed this expression, they were angry.
“Chang Feng! Green Wolf! Fierce Fire!” Zhao Xia suddenly scowled.
“Have!”
“Have!”
“Have!”
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